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• Medicine

• Police

Nobel Prize winners
demystify genetics

Officers investigate assault

also spoke at the annual Staples lecture. Made possible by a yearly grant
from Basil Staples, a UMaine gradTwo scientists recognized na- nate,and his wife,Jeanette,this year's
tionally for their work in genetic presentation was titled "Advancing
research spoke to educate and allay Genetics:Challenging Prospects and
concerns pertaining to genetic engi- Nagging Reservations".
Berg began the lecture by exneering in a lecture at the University
plaining thatrecentdiscoveries,such
of Maine Tuesday night.
"There's no doubtthat the public ascloning,have been met with alarm
has become more accustomed to and misunderstanding by the generhearing discussions aboutgenetics," al public; these advances, he said,
said Paul Berg, a Nobel Prize-win- can be beneficial.
"It's important for all of us to
ning scientist who took part in the
find ways to extract the maximum
lecture in 100 Corbett.
Maxine Singer, president of the benefitsfrom these discoveries while
Carnegie Institute of Washington, minimizing the damage that could

wearing a royal blue down jacket,
bluejeans and black steel toed boots.
Anyone with information can conA campus woman was assault- tact Public Safety at 581-4040.
A sexual assault also occurred
ed by a stranger while walking to
her dorm room Tuesday night.The in Hancock Hall on Sunday mornman walked up to the woman as ing. It was reported to police at
she was crossing the parking lot to 2:41 p.m. Police Lt. Alan Storher dorm, started talking to her, mann said no crime safety bulletin
was posted for the campus because
and then assaulted her.
The student was able to walk to the identity of the people involved
her dorm room after the attack. She is known. There have been no
soon heard a knock on the door,and charges filed and the incident is
didn't see anyone in her peephole. still under investigation.
In other police business:
When she opened the door,the same
• On Thursday, Oct. 2 at 7:58
man entered her room and tried to
hug the woman. She got him out of p.m., Investigator Chris Gardner
her room and called Public Safety. was walking in the Maine Center
The man is described as being in for the Arts parking lot when he
his 30s, with a mustache,dark eyes
See POLICE on page 3
and thick, large glasses. He was
By Kathryn Ritchie
Maine Campus staff

By Jason Cunningham
Maine Campus staff

Dr. Paul Berg speaks on genetics Tuesday evening.(Kyle
Parker photo.)
possibly result from them," Berg
said.
See GENETICS on page 5

• Health

Local pediatrician dispels suicide m
By Krista Marrs
Maine Campus staff
Suicide among adolescents is a
problem in the community, and
everyone should take part in finding solutions to remedy the issue,
an Orono pediatrician said yesterday at a discussion on suicide.
"We have all had friends or
family members that have committed suicide," said Joan MacCracken,"so it effects all of us at
some point."
MacCracken, a pediatrician
who specializes in diabetes, said
she is not an expert on suicide, but
is very interested in the issue because it effects a wide range of
people.
"I only have a community in-

terest in this, as we all should,"
said MacCracken.
Dr. Joan MacCracken spoke to
the American Association of University Women in the Wooley
Room at DTAV, as part of the
association's business meeting.
She discussed statistics in relation
to age groups, and told of myths
that have proven to be false about
suicide.
Suicide is the leading cause of
death among collage-age people,"
said MacCracken,"and the second
leading cause ofdeath among high
school adolescents."
In researching material, MacCracken found that males have a
higher rate of suicide, while females have higher numbers of attempted suicide.

Eighty percentofall adolescents
who commit suicide have attempted the act before," said MacCracken."This is astonishing."
Personality changes, shifts in
psycho-social demands,increased
interest in sexuality and psychological changes are all contributors to suicidal thoughts, according to MacCracken.
"Depression is a major attribution,
and when mixed with substance abuse,
it is even more deadly of a threat to
suicide," said MacCracken.
Family factors also play a role
in teen suicide, MacCracken said.
When there is poor communication or problem solving techniques
within the home, suicide is often

Dr. Joan MacCracken gives a talk on the problem of teen
suicide in Maine Wednesday in the Wooley Room at DTAV.
(Caleb Raynor photo.)

See SUICIDE on page 4

INSIDE

• Information

Alternative bookstore
sparks privacy debate
By Ryan Robbins
Maine Campus staff

Alison Cox, director of Student Records. (File photo.)

An alternative Portland bookstore is questioning the legality of
the University ofSouthern Maine's
refusal to turn over names, addresses and telephone numbers of
students. This has prompted USM
and the University of Maine to
declare the information off-limits.
USM and UMaine have always
had a policy against releasing mailing lists to marketers,but the bookstore threatened to sue USM in the
spring 1996, under Maine's rightto-know law, which required the
school to release directory information. When university system
attorneys told USM it had to release the information, the school
decided to classify addresses and
telephone numbers as education

records last September. UMaine
followed suit this fall.
"We've typically always refused to provide (mailing) lists
because we don't want students to
be inundated with junk mail,"
UMaine Director of Student
Records Alison Cox said.
Under UMaine's new policy,
addresses and telephone numbers
are still available to people and
organizations affiliated with the
university, such as Student Government, student groups and the
General Alumni Association.
However, Cox said, the Student
Records Office will give out students' telephone numbers one at a
time to people and organizations
outside the university.
"If the caller is asking for a
See PRIVACYon page 4
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• Economics

• Dispute

Museums face possible forfeitures Interest rates to rise in Germany
AMSTERDAM,Netherlands(AP)— An inheritance dispute could leave white
space where masterpieces now hang on the walls of leading Dutch art museums,
including Amsterdam's famed Rijksmuseum.
Nearly a half-century after artdealer Jacques Goudstikker's collection fell into Nazi
hands, his heirs are asking the museums to pay for more than 90 works — or give them back.
The Netherlands Collection Management Institute, which sorts out legal issues in the
Dutch art world, has not yet decided whether Goudstiklcer's heirs have a case.
But 17 of Netherlands' most prominent museums are already lamenting the possible loss
of the 16th- and 17th-century works by Dutch masters like Jan Steen.
"Naturally, it's frightfully unfortunate if we have to go without such great works. But
justice must prevail," said Guido Jansen, curator of the Rijksmuseum, which has seven of
the paintings.
Mostly oils, they include Steen's famous "The Sacrifice of Iphigenia," portraits by
Nicolaes Maes and a river landscape by Salomon van Ruysdael. Together, they are worth
tens of millions of dollars.
Goudstiklcer, who ran a prominent art dealership in Amsterdam, was killed by Nazis on
May 16, 1940, while trying to flee the occupied Netherlands.
1

FRANKFURT,Germany(AP)— Germany's central bank raised a key interest
rate today for the first time in over five years,calling it a precautionary move against
inflation.
The Bundesbank announced it was increasing its securities repurchase rate
through Oct. 22 to 3.3 percent from 3 percent to preempt higher inflation and help curb
growth in the money supply.
The Bundesbank left its official discount and Lombard rates unchanged at 2.5 percent
and 4.5 percent, respectively.
Finance Minister Theo Waigel called the moves "an appropriate preventative measure" in view ofthe dollar's appreciation againstthe mark since spring "and the subsequent
rise in import prices."
Import prices rose 5.4 percent in August, the biggest jump since 1989. Commodities
priced in dollars on the world market, such as petroleum products, were up the most.
The dollar, which has been retreating since hitting an eight-year high of 1.891 marks on
Aug.6,fell another pfennig immediately after the bank's announcement,to 1.7415 marks.
But dealers said the currency market's reaction was relatively muted as the rate hike had
been expected.

•Tribute

Designers honor slain
contemporary in show
MILAN,Italy(AP)— In a rare momentofsolidarity among designers, the fashion world drew together
Thursday for an emotional celebration of Gianni
Versace in the first showing of his label since his slaying.
Some in the audience cried and all gave a standing ovation
to Donatella Versace, who took command of design for the
billion-dollar fashion group after her brother was shot and
killed July 15 in front of his Miami Beach mansion.
"Tonight was magic," said Giorgio Armani, a Versace
rival. "We need less competition and more respect."
Annani was joined by Donna Karan, Karl Lagerfeld,
Carla Fendi, Angela Missoni, Miuccia Prada and Mariuccia
Mandelli (Krizia) for the show at Versace's palazzo on
fashionable Via Gesu.
The event ended the Italian spring-summer 1998 fashion
week. The Versace line revealed a spring-summer look that
is decisive but not aggressive.True to Versace style,it is also
very sexy.
Before the show started,an electronic "zipper" above the
runway broadcast a message from the fashion house:
"This show is dedicated to our brother's love of work and
to our entire staff, whose incredible love and devotion was so
precious to our brother and means so much to us."

3

• Stifled

Negotiations to continue
as Daley returns to U.S.
BEIJING (AP) — For all his tough talk about
trade, U.S. Commerce Secretary William Daley will
return from his firsttrip to China with no deals in hand.
Daley and China's trade minister, Wu Yi, had been
widely expected to announce an agreement on a Chinese
purchase of 30 Boeing aircraft for $2 billion.
The officials ended several days oftalks today with only
broad agreement to increase cooperation on discussing
trade issues. "We are not announcing any contracts, any
deals," Daley told reporters as he wrapped up his four-day
visit to China.
Daley had said earlier in the week that he hoped to have
something to announce today.
In Everett, Wash.,Boeing Co.chairman Phil Condit told
reporters after a speech to the local Chamber of Commerce
that China might be delaying an announcement to gain
political leverage. He said he hoped an announcement
would be made within the next two months.
"We went through a pretty rough period in the relationships between China and the U.S.,and I think that clearly has
been an issue," Condit told the Seattle Post-Intelligencer.
The on-again, off-again Boeing deal was set earlier
in the week, but the two sides wavered on the timing of
the announcement, according to company and govern-

4

ment sources.

Weather
The Local
Forecast

Today's Weather
Partly sunny with a
chance ofa sprinkle. High
around 60.

Saturday's Outlook
Fair. Low 35to 45. High
55 to 65.

Extended Forecast
Sunday... Fair.
Monday...Fair.
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• Academics

German feminist discusses women's movement
By Andrea Page
Special to the Campus
Carol Hagemann-White, a professor of
Educational Sciences and Women's studies at
the University of Osnabruck in Hanover, Germany,shared her insights on abortion law,the
co-education debate, and women's advancement in work Wednesday,at the University of
Maine.
Hagemann-White began her talk by giving
the crowd a briefhistory ofthe women's movement in Germany.
"The women's movement in Germany
seemed very similar to those in the U.S. as they
did in many countries; both were grassroots
movements which originally had no formal
organization and shared an ideal of avoiding
formal structure and hierarchy," HagemannWhite said. "The issues were similar as well debateson sexism,housework,women as political forces reclaiming women's rights, reproductive rights, violence against women, and
women's exclusion from power."
One topic Hagernan-White touched upon
was abortion law in Germany.
"German criminal law had a paragraph
dating from the year 1900 making abortion a
crime for which the abortionist and the woman
herself and anyone who aided her would be
punishable," Hagemann-White said. By the
mid'60s,sentiment wasthatthislaw wastotally

Carol Hodgemann-White, professor of
Education Services and Women's Studies at the University of Osnabruck in
Hanover, Germany.(Courtesy photo.)
outdated and prosecutions were in fact rare."
The women's movement began in West
Germany largely around the abortion issue.
"Abortion is now on one hand a criminal
offense, but on the other hand, no one will be
punished," Hagemann-White said.

Another on going debate in Germany isthe
issue of co-education, said Hagemann-White.
This is the notion that girls receive less attention
and encouragement than boys in school.
'The lone number of women entering the
sciences and engineering is still lower in Germany today than it was in the U.S. ten years
ago," Hagemann-White said. "About three to
five percent ofengineers are women,and maybe 10 percent in physics and chemistry."
These statistics hit home for one audience
member at the talk. Karen Horton,a UMaine
professor in the Engineering program, who
studied technical sciences in Germany, recalled her experiences dealing with the number of women in traditional male jobs.
"I was acutely aware at the university I
attended that there were very few women in the
technical fields," Horton said."I was involved
in a mathematics program and in the entire
university there were no women professors."
Hagemann-White said no more than five or
six percent ofuniversity professors in Germany
are women.
Another topic Hagemann-Whitte discussed was the employment of women in
Germany.
'The discussion in Germany soon turned to
the idea thatfederal,state,and city government,
as well as publicly funded agencies, should be
presented to take exemplary action to improve
the situation of women in their employ," said

Hagemann-White.
Audience member Nancy Melhorn asked
Hagemann-White if she has any advice for
American women.
"Look at what you do in the context you're
in. You have certain openings you can use,
emphasizing the differences in women and
men," Hagemann-White said. "The United
States has emphasized equal rights and this has
been a powerful tool, but you have to look at
when does that become counter-productive."
Many people who went to the speech were
there to learn about the history of women's
activities in Germany and what is happening
today.
"I wanted to hear this woman today,specifically to talk about what's going on in women's
lives in Germany,"said Carolyn Gontoski,one
ofthe audience members. "I hope she'll talk at
least in part about the changes in the Fast
German women's lives in terms ofeconomics,
family, and working out of the home."
Renate Klein,a university professor,played
an active role in bringing Hagemann-White
here. Klien said she was very impressed with
Hagemann-White's speech, which was part of
the Women in the Curriculum and Women's
Studies Program Lunch Series.
"It made a lot of sense. Sometimes things
are hard to understand in differentcountries and
it makes a lot more sense if you know what the
history of that country is," said Klein.

from page 1

Police
smelled marijuana coming out of a van. to residents aboutkeeping the bathroom cleanTeresa Christiansen, 18, was summonsed er. Both incidents are still under investigaago.
for possession of marijuana and posses- tion, as are the slurs reported two weeks
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Officer
p.m.,
•On Saturday at 10:38
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Officers
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summons
was
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man
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Nathaniel
actually
was
name
same
his
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ed
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wrong
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for
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for
received a call about homophobic slurs
the previous night.
ten on a dorm door. In a separate incident on name on the summons
at 10:09 p.m., Offic5,
a
on
Oct.
On
Sunday,
•
Saturday at 9:19 p.m., a note was found
on foot patrol when
it.
was
on
Burgess
er Michael
bathroom wall with homophobic slurs
from the woods
coming
marijuana
The note had apparently contained a message he smelled

EXERCISE
Grand Prize
$1,000
Shopping Spree
Provided by:

bangi r mall
krtmo tan.,

Does Your Heart Good.

American Heart
Association

near Estabrooke Circle. Frank Joseph, 24,
was summonsed for possession of marijuana.
•On Monday,Oct.6 at 1:19 p.m.,a wallet
was stole from a backpack in Lengyel Gym.
The woman had left her backpack on a table
while she went to use the restroom and when
she came back, the wallet was gone.
•On Wednesday,Oct.8 at9:15 p.m.,Public
Safety received a call from several concerned
women in Fogler Library about a man who had
walked up to each of them and asked if they
could come to his car so he could test the flash
in his camera. An officer responded to the call
and told the man to stay off ofcampus.

• Several noise complaints were logged
with the police this week, some for playing
music too loud and others for playing musical
instruments, including the bongos.
Public Safety Tip of the Week:
With everyone taking off for fall break
this weekend, Public Safety would like to
offer a few little hotel safety tips. Make sure
to put all valuables you don't take into your
hotel room in the trunk of your car. When
selecting a hotel, choose one with an inside
entrance for safety reasons. Rooms with an
outside entrance are easier to break into.

CORRECTION
During October Break
On October 14
YorkCommons will be open for dinner
4:30 to 7:15 PM
Hilltop and Stodder will not be open.

guru need
10 191tkr4
Then jee
Euag
Saiwttlaii bum
Oct.4-14eu.22
tutEg lit Ike

4#14)1

Sarnia
customer service
We are looking for energetic and confident people to make
calls and telemarketing to obtain new customers.
and Sat. 9a.m.-1p.m.
These positions are 16 hrs. per week, Mon.-Thurs., 5-8p.m.
r is greater.
whicheve
on,
commissi
or
You are paid a competitive salary

Apply in person at:
Personnel Dept., Bangor Daily News,
491 Main Street, Bangor, 04412.
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Sex Matters

By Sandra L. Caron Ph. D

fear ofgay men and lesbian women,as well
as the fear of being perceived as homosexual.[would notassume that yourfriendsare
intentionally meaning to alienate you. It
may be that they are not aware of what you
view as their lieterosexism. If you feel
comfortable. I encourage you to talk with
your closefriends about this. I also suggest
you get in touch with Wilde Stein,the gay/
lesbian/bisexual student group on campus
(581-1596). The counseling Center also
offers a regular support group(581-1392).
They may be able to offer you the support
you are looking for. Best wishes!
Reminder: Saturday, October 11th
is National Coming Out Day.
Q: If your first sexual experience

Q: As a gay student, I'm tired of
hearing people assume everyone is
straight. It makes it hard for me to"come
out" and tell anyone about who I am even to my friends. At times, I feel
isolated and left out. I mean, where are
all the gay people at UMaine? Are
people so narrow-minded thatthey don't
think anyone is gay or are they just
homophobic or what???? Male, Junior
A: It's hard to say what might be going
on. And, yes there are gay people (e.g.,
faculty, staff, students) here, as there are
everywhere. Heterosexism, the assumption thateveryone is orshould be heterosexual, is a prevalent bias in our culture; homophobia is defined as an intense dislike or

wasn't what you expected, how do you
become comfortable in the future with a
different partner? Female, Junior
A: It will take time. I believe it means
taking time to develop the kind ofrelationship where there is mutual respect,caring
and trust. I'm sorry that your first sexual
experience was not comfortable. It would
be helpful to know a bit more about what
happened, in order to understand what
needs to happen in the future to make it
better. Maybe you could think about that.
In terms of future relationships, keep in
mind that the context of the relationship
can be crucial in determining how comfortable one feels. Take your time.
Please Note: October is Let's Talk

Suicide

Month designed to encourage parents to
talk with their children about sexuality
issues. If you are a parent and interested
in getting involved in the sex education of
your children, stop by the Bookstore.
They have an excellent display ofrecommended books geared toward both parents and children.
Sandra L. Caron is an Associate Professor ofFamily Relations/Human Sexuality in the College of Education &
Human Development;she teaches CHF
351: Human Sexuality in the spring
semester. Questionsfor Dr. Caron can
be sent directly to her at The Maine
Campus, Chadbourne Hall. Copyright
Sandra L Caron 1997

from pagel
signs that can be observed when someone is tening. In trying to deal with such an important
contemplating suicide. Insomnia, dramatic issue in society, MacCracken said the public
changes in eating habits, and a change in needsto listen to youths,especially those in the
gay and lesbian community where the rate of
one's cleanliness are a few she listed.
"Often there is an increased interest in suicide is rapidly growing.
music, art and poetry," said MacCracken.
"These are usually dark forms ofexpression
of how one feels on the inside."
MacCracken said those with the whole lot of addresses and phone numbers,
highest statistics of suicide are high we won't give them anything," Cox said.
achieving white males, gays and lesbi- "I'm wondering if we're being too paranoid.
ans, and Native Americans.
It seemed definitely the right thing to do
"I feel it is crucial to try to understand what when USM was in the middle of dealing
is going on in the gay community and try to offer with this legal situation last spring."
extra help to these adolesefras,"said MacCrackThe new policy doesn't prevent the
en."Sexualidentityconfusion bringsaboutmany UMaine alumni association from giving
feelings of isolation in adolescents today."
MBNA America names and addresses of
MacCracken ended her discussion with a students for marketing credit cards.
poem that emphasized the importance of us"We supply MBNA with mailing lists
for alumni and students with the contractual
stipulation that our lists be used solely to
promote our affinity program," said Cathy
Billings, vice president for member services
for the alumni association.
USM Registrar John Keysor said that
although the policy will reduce the amount
ofjunk mail students receive, the policy has
its drawbacks because the university can't
300
give directory information to family and
cash back*
friends, except in emergencies.
"I think, on an individual basis, students
don't have a problem with giving out numcash back*
bers and addresses,"Keysor said."Probably
PowerBook'1400cs/117
99 percent of inquiries the student called
in
12/750MB/11.3" DSTN display

seen as the only solution.
"Many have experienced a separation
from the family," said MacCracken,"and feel
killing themselves is the only way to be heard."
MacCracken spoke of several myths
concerning people who commit suicide,
which she feels everyone should be aware
of. One of the most common myths is that if
someone talks about killing themselves,then
it means they will not actually do it.
"This is such a misconception," said
MacCracken, "Most teens tell at least two
people about their suicidal thought before any
action takes place. This is why it is so important for us to listen when out teens talk."
"Talking about suicide will not put the
idea in someone's head either," said MacCracken,"chances are, it is already there."
MacCracken also spoke of common

Privacy

YOU DEMAND POWER,
SPEED, AND MOBILITY.

Power Macintosh'6500/225
32/2GB/t2XCD/Multiple Scan 15AV/L2
Zip Drive/Ethernet/l(bd

Now $a.228 (or S42/rnonth)" BEFORE REBATE

$200

"Suicide is a call for help and we need
to listen at all times in order to deal with
problems before they get to the point of
suicide,"said MacCracken,"and it is important for everyone to get involved."
from pagel
would want you to give it."
Keysor said his office would like to give
out directory information,but Maine's rightto-know law doesn't allow the university
system to pick and choose to whom it will
release the information.
"There are deficiencies in the Maine
freedom of information act," Keysor said.
Other New England states,like Vermont
and New Hampshire,allow state agencies to
deny requests for directory information that
will be used for profit, said Keysor.
Cox said she's wondering whether her
office hasjumped the gun.Only a handful of
students complain each year about the release of directory information. But even
with the past policy, students had the right
under the Family Educational Rights and
Privacy Act, also known as the Buckley
Amendment,to prohibit the release ofdirectory information.
"If people wantto find you badly enough,
they can find you anyway," Cox said. "So
I'm wondering if the worst case is that you
get a bunch ofjunk mail that you have to toss
into the trash."

Now 51.95 (or S3o/month)°• BEFORE REBATE

HA

100
cash back*
Power Macintosh'igloo/zoo
Small Business
32/2GBA2aCD/Multiple Scan

Now

15AV/L2
33.6 Modem/Microsoft Office/Kbd
51.838 (or S35/month).* BEFORE REBATE

Save another

$50
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Color StyleWritef 1500
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WANT SOME CASH
TO GO WITH THAT?
Now is the right time to get an Apple Power Macintosh or
PowerBook. Because in addition to getting the computer that lets
you do more than you can imagine, you can save big time. For a
limited time, students are eligible for special cash rebates.
*This is a limited time rebate coupon offer. See your Apple
campus reseller today for complete details.
Visit the Computer Connection
28 Shibles Hall • Orono, ME oo469
Hours: Mon. Loam-4:3opm & Tues.-Fri. 8:3oam-4:3opm
Phone: 581-2580 • Fax: 581-2503
URL: http://ccweb.umeciimaine.edu/
PowerBook l000cs has optional 8XCD ROM available for $179!
”Offer expires October co, 1997. No payment of interest will be required for 90 days. Interest accruing during the 90-day period will be added to the
principal and will bear interest, which will be included in the repayment schedule. For example, the month of May 5, 1997. had an interest rate of
12.4o% with an Annual percentage Rate (APR) of )3.82%. A monthly payment of $41.46 for the Power Macintosh 65oo/225 system is an estimate based
on a Mal loan amount of S2,393.62, which includes a sample purchase price of Sx.YR8 and a 6% loan origination fee. Interest is variable based on
the Prime Rate as reported on the 5th business day of the month in The Wall Street Journal plus a spread of 3.9%. The Apple Computer Loan has an
8-year loan term with no prepayment penalty and is subject to credit approval. Monthly payments may vary depending on actual computer system
prices, total loan amounts, state and local sales taxes and a change in the monthly variable interest rate. 01997 Apple Computer, Inc. All nghts reserved.
Apple, the Apple logo, Mao Macintosh. PowerBook. Power Macintosh and StyleWriter are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. OneScanner
last
and QuickTake are trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc. Apple mail-in rebate offer valid from July 12, 1997 through October 10. 1997. while supplies
and subject to availability. Void where prohibited by law. See participating reseller for further rules and details. All Macintosh computers are designed
to be accessible to individuals with disability. To learn TOR (U.S. Only), Call Boo-600-78a Of TTY Roo-755.whol.
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Academics

Women's studies major awaiting approval
By Elizabeth Beaulieu
Maine Campus staff
The possible addition ofa Women's Studies major to the College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences may put University of Maine on
equal footing with other universities in New
England.
Every other Land Grant University in
New England has a Women's Studies major and other colleges in Maine such as
Bowdoin, Bates, Colby and the University of Southern Maine also have the major," said Burton Hatlen, an English professor and the chairperson of the Interdisciplinary Studies Committee. "We are
seriously out ofstep with the places we are
competing with."
Ann K.Schonberger,the directorofWomen in the Curriculum and the Women's Studies Program,began researching and preparing
a proposalfor a major in Women's Studieslast
year at the suggestion of Judith Bailey, the
former vice presidentfor academic affairs and
provost.Schonbergersaid Bailey wanted more
majors offered in the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences.
Schonberger said interdisciplinary studies
are the"wave ofthe future" and the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences, which is in its first
year of operation, includes interdisciplinary
studies.
A Women's Studies major would draw
material and methods of inquiry from a number ofdifferent fields," Schonberger said."In
education, even the traditional disciplines are
not as doctrinaire as they used to be. The
boundaries between the disciplines are crumbling."
A student majoring in Women's Studies
would benefitfrom ajob marketthat is becoming more interpersonal and service-oriented,
Schonberger said.
"They will be working with groups of

people thatare traditionally populated by women such as the elderly and welfare recipients,"
Schonberger said. "The whole issue is how
gender affects all these settings."
An education in Women's Studies would
benefit any student's career, Hatlen said.
"In general,the awareness ofissues related
relationships is a value in various
gender
to
kinds ofcareers," Hatlen said."The goalofthe
Women's Studies courses is to create such an
awareness."
Hatlen said some students may want to
combine a specific,career-oriented major with
a Women's Studies major.
"I anticipate interest in Women's Studies
as a double major," Hatlen said. "For example, the issues of women's rights would have
a strong recommendation for someone interested in law."
Schonberger said she has found a substantial number of students interested in a Women's Studies major.
"We sent questionnaires to the students in
Women's Studies classes and elective classes," Schonberger said. "A lot of students
indicated interest or said they would be interested if they had known earlier because it was
too late to change their major."
Hatlen said the minor in Women's Studies
already offered by the university would serve
as a solid base for a Women's Studies major.
"We have had Women's Studies classes
here for a long time, it is well-established,"
Hatlen said. "There are strengths to support a
Women's Studies major."
Schonberger said initially the major will
not require any new professors or the creation
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Genetics
Berg and Singer have studied how these
recent discoveries can be applied to human
health issues. They have also been developing ethical guidelines for the uses of genetic
discoveries because moral and ethical issues
are a major concern of the general public.
Berg said the public's apprehensions concerning genetics are due in part to a lack of
knowledge about basic genetic principles
and terminology.
'The meanings of genetic terms are often
exaggerated,and the public's understanding is
clouded by fear," Berg said.
To help remedy this problem, Berg talked
about some ofthe basic components ofgenetics, such as genes, DNA and mutations, and
how these things help determine each person's
characteristics. He feels if people are familiar
with the general principles of genetics, they
will be less apprehensive about the larger
issues.
Singer spoke specifically about genetic
engineering in plants, and said that studies
done in this area have significant implications
for humans.
"Plants are the only reliable, cheap and
renewable source that we have to capture
energy from the sun," Singer said.
She pointed out that humans are dependant

on plants forfood,shelter and oxygen production,and that genetically engineered plants are
beneficial to humans. For example,some scientists are working on crop plants that are
resistantto certain insects and pesticides,while
others are engineering plants that would produce vaccines for medicinal use.
Berg and Singer concluded the lecture by
discussing the ethical implications of genetic
engineering. They pointed out that many people object to "unnatural" organisms that are
created in labs and then introduced into the
wild. In addition, they claimed many people
base their objections on religious concerns by
describing the work of genetic engineers as
"playing God." Singer disagreed with this
description.
"Humans have always tried to use their
knowledge and skills to improve the lot ofour
species," Singer said.
Those who attended the lecture were impressed by what Berg and Singer had to say.
"The lecture provided informative, welldepicted aspects of modem bio-technology
that are highly pertinent to today's society,"
said Adam Marquis, a first-year student at
UMaine."It demonstrated our affinity to learn
more about how we can better our lives in the
present and in the future."
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Students, would you like an opportunity to:
•
•
•
•

peace,justice and spirituality?
Create and lead programs and activities exploring
?
interest
of
areas
explore
Develop leadership skills and
work?
Perform meaningful
Be paid for your efforts?

Outreach Program Experience(SCOPE)leader and
You could be chosen as a Student Community
s from the Wilson Center. The Wilson Center
have a chance to plan and lead programs and activitie
the University of Maine community. This minfor
provides an on-going ecumenical campus ministry
to social justice, honors diversity, and offers
ed
committ
is
service,
istry, through worship, study, and
leader, you will be paid a stipend of$750/semester.
the opportunity for spiritual growth. As a SCOPE
There are many program possibilities.
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•
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a registered student in good standing
. 8 hrs/week)to SCOPE
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t@saturn.caps.maine.edu
First Class: dana.reed; email: wilsonc
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UMaine privacy policy petty
.nder the Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act, also
known as the Buckley Amendment, an educational institution may
classify specific categories of data,such
as address and telephone number, as
directory information that can be released without a student's consent.
University of Maine policy states
that only full name, dates of enrollment, enrollment status and degrees
earned qualify as directory information. Any information that is not determined to be in this category is
guaranteed to be private unless the
student consents to its release.
Ideally, the university's policy will
shield students from the harassment
of numerous marketers. Before the
university reclassified addresses and
telephone numbers as non-directory
information, nothing barred long-distance carriers and credit card companies from using the information
for financial gain. Universities are
prime targets for direct marketing.
For example, MENA uses enrollment
lists obtained from the UMaine General Alumni Association to market

U

credit cards to students.
UMaine has classified addresses
and telephone numbers as non-directory information, yet it is knowingly
violating the law by releasing this
information to the public and MBNA
without students' consent.
Granted, the university's policy of
not releasing addresses and phone
numbers is extremely inconvenient
for family and friends who often have
a valid reason for contacting a student. This also creates obvious difficulties for the media. Practicality has
led to UMaine's unofficial policy of
releasing only one telephone number
per request, but this practice doesn't
comply with the Buckley Amend• Letters to the Editor
ment.
The university can't have it both
ways. Allowing exceptions to the rule • Computer cluster editorial off-line
during these hours, and students using
To the Editor:
clouds the issue of what is available
FirstClass and Netscape are often into the public and creates conflict
Your editorial in the Oct. 6 Maine volved in course requirements. Many
where there need be none. Information should be either public or pri- Campus "Computer rules need enforce- professors post course notes on FirstClass and/or require course work subvate. Regardless of good intentions, ment" is on track in most areas.
mitted via e-mail. Netscape is like the
to
should
"ability
the
Students
have
the
the university should not alter
(I get much of my information
library.
profesand
a
product"
generate
printed
rules for specific cases, particularly
sors do not accept handwritten reports. on child abuse and adoption from Intercommercial ones.
You are also correct when you state that net sources.)

Increase legislative pay
aine is not being represented
by its largest group in the
state Legislature: the working middle class.
The Legislature is filled with retirees who have a lot of time and who use
the legislative salary to supplement their
pensions, the young who are able to
live off the salary and who are using
the experience for future political interests, and the wealthy who can afford
not to have another job.
But legislators representing the working middle class are resigning or not
running because of the Legislature's
low salary and the large amount of time
they have to invest. When in session,
legislators routinely put in 40 hours to
60 hours a week.Legislators put in about
20 hours a week when not in session.
Sen. Marge Kilkelly from Wiscasset
announced recently she will not run

M

Hilary Maitland
Milford

Harry Snyder
IT computer consultant

after her sixth term because she needs a
larger salary. Her new income will be
three times larger than the one she receives as a legislator — $18,000 for a
two-year term.
It's close to impossible in Maine to
live off such a small income or raise a
family with one. Legislators deserve
more pay so they can support a family • Give the facts about abortion
and maintain a livable income.
To The Editor:
While legislators agree that something
has to be done, no one agrees on the
It is 1 o'clock and at the height of
solution. Options include paying legislatime. There is a man standing outlunch
tors more so their incomes are equivalent
Memorial Union holding a sign
the
side
to living wages or shortening the length
a normal human fetus and
depicts
that
of legislative sessions so Legislators will
fetus. These are not
human
aborted
an
have more time for their other jobs.
renditions, these are actual
artistic
just
Maine needs to be represented by
This man obviously besocioeconomic groups and when the photographs.
lieves strongly in his right to express
majority of the population becomes a
himself and his belief that abortion is
minority in the legislature something
wrong.
has to be done.
Regardless of personal belief, there
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are more constructive and educational
means of making a point. Displaying a
graphic poster with very little by way of
explanation of the facts at the height of
lunch directly outside a public gathering
place where anyone exiting the building
has no choice but to see it is not the best
way to convince me that aborting a fetus
is wrong. Talk with me, reason with me.
Give me cold, hard facts to base my
decision on. Do not assault me with a
photograph obviously intended for shock
value alone.
My reaction to such a blatant intrusion on my right to receive a public
education in peace will not be to reconsider my opinions on abortion, but to
simply walk away, disgusted by one
man's lack of respect for other human
beings' rights.

As a computer consultant, I find students very reasonable. When I explain
to a group that we have people waiting
and that "non-academic" work should
be limited to 15 minutes or less, there
are always several students who relinquish their computers to those who are
waiting!
I have worked in the Memorial Union
cluster for four years. During that time I
have seen the authorized users increase
at a dramatic rate. Since I began working here there has been no resulting increase of computer terminals. In fact, in
four years we have not added one additional computer to the public clusters in
the library and have lost one terminal in
the union.
What the administration here has
done is cut the hours when these computers are available. The union cluster
was closed only from midnight to 8 a.m.
on Friday and Saturday prior to this
term. Now it is closed from 2 a.m. to 6
a.m. every day. These hours, while not
attractive to everyone, afforded some
students time to access computers without a wait. These students therefore
didn't need to access the computers during high-use times, allowing for some
relief for users not up at 3 a.m. The
cluster in Estabrooke has closed. The
proposed cluster on the first floor of
the union is still unfinished. Software,
necessary to complete assignments, is
not available in the union cluster. Some
of the machines in the library are very
old.
If you are not getting the service you
are paying for or the service you believe
you deserve, quit blaming "outsiders"
and look at the people who are supposed
to provide service. Students who pay
"tech fees" (attached to every course)
deserve better service than they are currently receiving.

"the early afternoon hours" (12:30 to 2
p.m.) are the busiest. Another busy time
is between 9 a.m. and 11 a.m.
Because you are correct on the above
points, you are "off line" when you blame
"teen-agers who don't attend the university" You are also unfair in targeting
"students who are e-mailing and using
Netscape" for this problem.
Teen-agers (as a group) are in school

Ryan R. Robbins, Opinion Editor
Erin Smith, Advertising Manager
Ben Greslick, Network Manager
Kurtis Marsh, Asst. Business Mgr.
Jeff Strout, Adviser
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Why we have Mental Illness Awareness Week
aulee Glick was a little abnormal. He was a 40-yearold freshman living in
Aroostook Hall when I met him in
September 1993. He wanted to be
called Christopher. He was a little
on the short side, had a receding
hairline of brown hair that was
fading to gray on the sideburns.
The skin on his face was beginning to lose its form from age. He
wore black-framed glasses.
He was quiet and kept to himself. He dressed in mismatched
clothes,frequently wearing wool
socks outside of his pants. Many
times he wore sweat pants. He
wasn't particularly neat. His
room was a mess, with papers
and things strewn about. And
when he shaved in the bathroom
he left gobs of shaving cream in
the sink and on the counter.
I didn't need to see the cross
on his necklace to know that he
was religious, for he always
made religious references.
If Saulee had a question, he
never hesitated to stop me in the
hall or knock on my door. His
questions were rather elementary, but that didn't bother me. I
could see he was looking for confidence.
He liked sports. He also liked

S

journalism. One day he came to
my room to ask me a question
and he asked me if I wanted to
see his autograph collection. He
had Ed Bradley's autograph and
autographs from other popular
national journalists. He even had
autographs from Channel 5 anchorman Don Colson and former
Channel 2 anchorwoman Eloise
Daniels.
Saulee had a big imagination.
He talked about how he wanted
to play basketball for Maine and
that he wanted to try out for the

Bear's Den one evening, Saulee came up to me and asked if
I had a minute or two. I said
sure.
I wasn't surprised when he
said he was uncomfortable
around the other residents. They
made fun of him because of how
he dressed and because of his
age. I told him I didn't have any
hard and fast answers but that
things could only get better with

By Ryan
Robbins
baseball team. When I saw a ten- time. I acknowledged that the
nis racket laying on his bed, he generation gap was a real issue,
told me he liked to play a lot and especially because the other resthat if I ever wanted to borrow idents were all 17- and 18-yearhis racket all I had to do was olds. Hang in there, I told him.
ask. During our conversation he Give it some time. After a while
mentioned that he had family in everyone will settle down and
New York and that his home was get used to you. Don't take it
in Brewer. He alluded to having personally.
I wish I could have given him
a troubled past and of how he
answers.
better
in
well
really
do
to
wanted
more than a year latlittle
A
school.
As I finished eating at the er, Saulee jumped off the old

Bangor-Brewer Bridge on a cold
December morning just as police arrived.
According to witnesses, Saulee screamed for help after landing in the water. He screamed
that he didn't want to die shortly
before going under.
It took divers five hours to
recover his body.
I was shocked when I heard
about Saulee's death on the
evening news. I wanted to cry,
even though I had known him
for only a short while.
I cannot help but think back
to a conversation I had with the
resident director shortly after the
school year began in 1993. She
asked me if I thought there was
anything strange about Saulee. I
pretended to think for a moment
before answering no. I didn't
think there was anything strange
about him.
The R.D. said Saulee had
asked her that morning if she
had been experiencing any problems with her bed. Saulee told
her he'd been getting strange
electrical shocks from his bed
and they had kept him up all
night.
The R.D. laughed as she told
me the story. I laughed too — at

her. I didn't think it was funny.
Sure, electrical shocks sounded
bizarre, but that didn't mean
there wasn't any truth to what
Saulee had experienced. It could
have been static electricity. After all, it was still summer.
Something troubled Saulee
so much that he had to kill himself. It didn't matter whether it
was something recent or something in the past. I cannot imagine the horror he must have
gone through when he realized
he was going to die. I cannot
imagine the frustration he must
have felt when one of the officers at the scene threw a life
preserver to him, only to have
it fall short.
Nothing can bring Saulee
back or the hundreds of thousands of other people who had
mental illnesses and took the
drastic decision to end their lives
because the pain of being ignored
and misunderstood by society
was just too much. Mental Illness Awareness Week, however, is a step in the right direction.
Ryan Robbins is a seniorjournalism and psychology major,
and is the opinion editorfor The
Maine Campus

Blue Jeans Day: We're all out ofthe closet now
was one ofthe dozens of people on campus who stepped
into their blue jeans Tuesday
to support the gay community.
However,those dozens were hard
to spot among the hundreds ofothers who had worn their jeans simply because they were comfortable, and therein lies the problem
with Blue Jeans Day.
Asking for a show of support
by wearing jeans is almost like
asking for a show of support by
wearing underwear. It's too
common to mean anything and
it doesn't represent the student
body's opinion on an issue.
In reading up on the day from
information kindly provided by
the Wilde-Steiners, it seems one
point of Blue Jeans Day is to
draw attention to those who
weren't wearing denim — and ask
why. If that was the case, lots of
people got off scott-free because
I heard very few people called
on it. I know several people who
even went out of their way to
wear khakis and skirts Tuesday
to make the point of not being
manipulated into supporting a

/

cause in such a trivial manner. liberal enough to be asked for a
Following their logic, a Nazi stronger display of solidarity.
could declare Friday "White The symbolism of support
Socks Day," thus duping hun- should require some forethought
dreds of people into "support- and action. Asking people to
ing" them by simply wearing wear something they would
wear normally on any given day
their normal, everyday socks.
In a past article about Blue
Jeans Day, a Steiner acknowledged that many people would

By Kathryn
Ritchie
unwittingly wear blue jeans to
campus. Her sentiment was that
once these people found out
about the day they would feel
the uncomfortable stares of others and thus feel what the gay
community goes through on a
daily basis. Last Tuesday's
event received so little publicity beforehand that I doubt any
awkward stares were thrown
anyone's way for wearing jeans.
I think the campus community is progressive enough and

doesn't work. It gives a false
sense of support and demonstrates an ignorance on the matter. Possibly, like every other
interest group, a colored ribbon
for supporters to wear is needed. If the gays want to keep with
the clothing theme, they should
select something that everyone
owns but doesn't wear often,
such as bandannas.
When I brought up the issue
to the Wilde-Stein co-chair, she
suggested wearing hats for the

Editorial Policy
The editorial pages of The Maine Campus are for the free exchange of ideas among members
of the university community. Letters to the editor should be no longer than 250 words. Guest
columns should be approximately 600 words. Submissions should be typed, double-spaced
and must include full name,address and phone number. Anonymous letters will not be
published without a compelling reason,

day would work. Given that hats
are only slightly less popular on
campus then blue jeans, I don't
think that would work either.
Hats also have another fatal flaw
because they can be taken off in
the sight of buddies who may
be mortified that their friend
supports gays and lesbians.
UMainers who didn't share
their support for gay and lesbians on Tuesday, or chose not to,
have a golden opportunity coming up within the next year.
Sometime between Nov. 4,
Election Day, and April we will
again face the question of al-

lowing discrimination against
gay and lesbians to continue.
Even though Mainers defeated
this question two years ago,
those people soundly opposed
to basic human rights have unearthed the question for a second go-ahead.
Blue jeans aside, when the
people's veto referendum comes
up, that will truly be the day to
voice your support. I know I
will, again.
Kathryn Ritchie is a senior
journalism major and is the city
editorfor The Maine Campus.

wanted:

Weekly quest
culumnist
Want your 15 minutes?
The Maine Campus is seeking a weekly guest
columnist. To apply, submit three clips or original
columns, between 600 words and 700 words, to
The Maine Campus, 4th Floor, Chadbourne Hall,
Attention: Ryan Robbins. Include your full name
and telephone number. No phone calls, please.
Deadline: Oct. 15.
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By Sally Brompton
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IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: It is essential that you have some sort of plan for the next 12
months.It doesn't have to be detailed but you do need
to have a clear idea of your long-term goals. If you
know what you are working towards you will find it
easier to avoid distractions.
ARIES(March 21- April 19): Don't mad too
much into minor squabbles today. With the Sun
pulling you one way and Saturn pulling you the other
it is hardly any wonder you feel as if the world is
ganging up on you. It isn't and you know it but it's
still not pleasant. Do whatever it takes to cheer yourself up.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): If you come
second best at something today, be a good loser. If
you win,heap praise on those you have beaten.If you
complain too loud or celebrate too long you will
annoy someone it might have been wiser to stay
friends with. It is your personality that matters, not
winning or losing.
GEMINI(May 21 -June20): With the Sun and
Saturn at each other's throats today there is no point
in you making any hard and fast decisions. Whatever
you decide to do fate will step in and change your
plans completely. Gemini is renowned as a flexible
sign. That reputation will be tested to the limit today.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): There are so
many things going on around you; so many things
over which you have no control. No wonder you feel
lost and at the mercy of events. But you are tougher
than you look, so stop feeling sorry for yourself and
start taking advantage of the changes taking place at
home and at work.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Travel and social
activities are subject to delay today, so keep your
plans simple and if things go wrong don't get too
upset about it. Nothing is so important that it has to be
done immediately. A week or so from now you may
even be thankful you were forced to wait.
VIRGO(Aug.23- Sept.22): Letting go is never
easy but current aspects urge you to give up something that is not doing you a lot of good. Whatever it
happens to be and however attached you may have
been to it in the past, get rid of it now while a SunSaturn aspect gives you the courage to make difficult
decisions.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): With the Sun in
your birth sign opposed by Saturn, planet of restriction, even the most positive minded Libran may find
themselves feeling a little depressed today. But that's
okay, everyone needs to go through days like this
occasionally - ifonly to remind them how wonderful
life is most of the time.
SCORPIO (Oct.23 - Nov.21): You worry too
much.In particular, you worry too much about things
that have already happened. Today's Sun-Saturn aspect could easily spark another of your gloomy phases - but only if you let it. Do something that inspires
you today,don't sit around feeling sorry for yourself.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22- Dec.21):Either you
move with the times or get swept along by events.
The choice is yours. Nothing in life stays the same for
long and you would be the first to admit it would be
boring ifit did. Take the rough with the smooth today
and make the most of the way the world is changing.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22 Jan.19): With Saturn,
your ruling planet, opposed by the Sun today it is
likely you will lock horns with someone who,to be
frank, is bigger and better connected than you. You
cannot hope to win this particular battle, so back off
gracefully and let them have their way. It is only a
tactical retreat.
AQUARIUS(Jan.20 - Feb. 18): You may be
worried about something you have said or done and
wondering what you can do to turn back the clock.
Give it a couple of days and you will realize them is
no need to make amends: whoever you thought you
had offended doesn't care. It's your guilt playing
games with you.
PISCES(Feb.19- March 20): The more you
worry about a financial problem the worse it appears to get. Common sense should tell you two
things: first, there is nothing you can do about it;
second, there is no point in feeling anxious about
it. Do something that takes your mind off your
worries today.
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Your Daily
Horoscope

ENTERTAINMENT

By Sally Brompton
For Saturday, October 11
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: Have
faith in your own ideas this year. If you find you are
the only one supporting a certain point of view don't
automatically assume it is you who is wrong. The
majority opinion is not always the right opinion.
There is a lot you can teach those who follow the
herd.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): You must be
scrupulously honest today. Even the slightest deviation from the truth will lead to criticism from partners
and loved ones. You know they are looking for an
excuse to have a dig at you,so why make things easy
for them? Stick to the facts today - they're safer.
TAURUS(April 20- May 20): You know from
experience how quickly things can change and this
weekend's aspects suggest you will be taken by surprise no matter how much you plan ahead. Resist the
urge to make promises: you may think they will be
easy to keep but your solar chart suggests otherwise.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): With Mercury,
your ruler, adversely aspected by Saturn today you
are sure to be worried about something. Common
sense will tell you there is nothing to fear but this is
one of those occasions when common sense is
overruled by your emotions. Keep telling yourself
your emotions are wrong.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Simple problems require simple solutions, so why are you making things complicated? Could it be you secretly fear
you are not up to a certain task and are looking for
excuses already? If that is the case you are wasting
your time: by Monday at the latest your confidence
will be back.
LEO (July 23 - Aug.22): Don't bother asking
for advice this weekend. One person will tell you
one thing, someone else will tell you another, and a
third person will tell you something you did not
even want to know about. Keep your thoughts,
opinions and questions to yourself. It will be a lot
less trouble that way.
VIRGO (Aug.23 - Sept. 22): This is not the
best day to take risks,calculated or otherwise.Somewhere along the line you have got your figures
wrong and if you base important decisions on them
you are heading for trouble. Keep your money in
your pocket this weekend - if you take it out you
may lose it.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): No matter how
sure you are of your ground, no matter how much
the facts back up your case, others will oppose you
tooth and nail this weekend. For that reason alone
you are advised to keep a low profile and wait until
Monday before making your move.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Don't be too
sensitive about others' feelings this weekend. If you
have something to say, then you might as well say it
now while the planets give force to your words.If you
are typical of your sign then you have a tendency to
bottle up your emotions. It's time to let off steam.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22- Dec. 21): You're
not a details person at the best of times and current
aspects denote you are not interested in the nittygritty of a certain situation. Why should you be
when there are bigger issues at stake? Let those with
petty minds take care of petty details - you have a
universe to explore.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): There is
nothing wrong with your big idea but that does not
mean it will be accepted. With Mercury, planet of
communication, opposed by Saturn this weekend
you must expect people to treat what you have to
say with suspicion. Persevere until the time is right.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Be careful
what you say today. And if you have to say something negative make sure you dress it up as much as
possible. Not everyone is enamored by your forthright style - some people prefer to be lied to than
hear the truth. If you must be critical, be constructive as well.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): There is no
easy solution to your current dilemma and anyone
who says there is should not be trusted. Avoid
instant fixes and get-rich-quick schemes this weekend - you know they are not going to work so why
are you flirting with them? Think clearly and plan
your moves a step at a time.
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23 Dinner wear
1 Comes to pass 24 Imposes
without
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invitation
in slang
28— Z
9Present time
(everything)
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mean me!?"
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Prophet
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32 Retreat
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35 Preceding
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periods
e.g.
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the devil his
due"
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19 Not moving
43 His last work
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was "Pocketful
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of Miracles,"
book subtitled
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"The Saga of an
45 Get up and it's
American
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Family"
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50 Succeeded
53 Like Cheerios
54"Yoo-hool"
55 Maternity
surprise
58 Birds Eye
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score
63 Christiania,
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42 Churchill
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ACCEPTABLE VENA 5 End piece
47 Submachine
58 Tevere's city
26 Davis of
PARIAHS SDIEIDHEN 8 Betimes,
gun
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57 Romantic
updated
OROS OSH MEI:IES T
49 Jaundiced
27 Exerciser of
interlude
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50 Winter wear
control?
spin
SEMI NEAR DAD July 4th event, 31 "Don't think so" 51 Four before a 59 Cousin of a
briefly
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slash
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Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office on
the fourth floor Chadbourne Hall.
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Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk I-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money,career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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St le and the Arts
• Coffee House Series

.e
McCormick brings alternative rock-folk to UMam
By Mike Reynolds
Maine Campus staff
Tuesday night, Lisa McCormick entertained many at the Peabody Lounge as the
latestinstallmentin the popularCoffee House
series.
The Vermont musician led the crowd
through a set which lasted a couple of hours
and comprised many interesting songs from
her recently released album,"Right Now."
McCormick is gaining increased notoriety for her alternative rock-folk songwriting
and performance. Characterized by daring
and sophisticated lyrics, infectious acoustic
guitar rhythms and a powerful singing voice,
McCormick's material has appeared on
National Public Radio, CNBC's "America's Talking," and the nationally distributed
Fast Folk Musical Magazine.
In June 1995, McCormick was selected
to showcase at the Songwriter's Hall of
Fame Songwriter Showcase sponsored by
the National Academy of Popular Music.
The event, which highlighted the work of
eight chosen writers, took place at Tramp's
in New York City. She played two songs
from her upcoming release, which was produced by acclaimed songwriter and musician Jonathan Edwards.Edwardsjoined McCormick on stage for the performance.

Boston's New England Performer magazine described McCormick as "an absolute genius. She is funny, sexy, smart,
literate, sardonic, witty and sings with all
the power of a rock diva"
The Brattleboro Reformer praised,
"She's poised right on the edge,creating a
whole world picture with her songs. She's
a fine musician. You should hear her,
period, because she is strong and true and
her music is growing and going somewhere."
Of her own work, McCormick said,
"Honesty, inquisitiveness and a sense of
humor are primary tools in my work as a
performing songwriter. Subjects exist everywhere: in the news, in memories, in
overheard conversations. With language,
melody, and rhythm, I assemble sketches
of our tiny inch of history — these 1990swith their unique spin on love and sex,
science and culture, heroes and hope."
McCormick has played several times
in Maine and should definitely be seen if
you getachance.She mostrecently opened
for Jonathan Edwards in Lewiston as part
of the LA arts series.
The Coffee House Series will return to
the University ofMaine at 8 p.m.Tuesday,
Oct. 21. The performance will be "World
Tales and Celtic Music" with Tim Jen-

Lisa McCormick entertains a Coffee House crowd in the Peabody Lounge
Tuesday evening.(Kyle Parker photo.)
flings and Leanne Ponder. As always, this
will be a free show in the Peabody Lounge.
Anyone who is interested in folk — and is

an early riser— can tune in to Marc Edwards'
show,"Mostly Folk," Mondays from 6 a.m.
to 9 a.m. on WMEB,91.9 FM.

• Double standard
•

Ellen star ready to quit over warning lapel
NEW YORK (AP) — An angry Ellen
DeGeneres is threatening to quit her ABC
situation comedy because of battles over
how to present gay-themed scripts and an
"adultcontent" warning placed on Wednesday's show.
At the start of the "Ellen" episode in
which DeGeneres' character, Ellen Morgan, kissed a female co-star, ABC flashed
this sentence:"Due to adult content,parental discretion is advised."

DeGeneres told The New York Times
that she and her executive producer, Tim
Doyle, "are ready to walk off the show"
because of the battles with ABC.
The disgruntled actress also said that
ABC Entertainment President Jamie Tarses
had nixed a scene in a future episode in
which Morgan and a woman walk toward a
bedroom,presumably preparing to have sex.
An ABC spokesman,Susan Sewell,said
today it was the first she'd heard about a

•TV news

Veteran on the offensive
NEW YORK(AP)— The founder of
"60 Minutes" delivered a blistering attack on network news divisions Thursday for shoddy quality, an unhealthy
hunger for ratings and obliterating the
line between news and entertainment.
Broadcast journalism is "becoming
a lost art and may all but vanish by the
end of the century," said Don Hewitt,
executive producer of the CBS Sunday
night newsmagazine he helped create in
1968.
"The kind of tasteful and important
journalism that made CBS News, ABC
News and NBC News giants in the news
business is, for the most part, gone and
nobody seems to care," Hewitt said in a
speech prepared for delivery Thursday
night.
At age 74 and somewhat of an elder
statesman in the TV news business,
Hewitt said he feared the success of"60
Minutes" was partly to blame for a feeling among network executives that tele-

vision news could be a gold mine.
The Big Three networks have 10
hours of newsmagazines on their prime
time schedule this fall, with Saturday
nights the only evening free of them.
The latest to premiere,"Public Eye with
Bryant Gumbel," is on Hewitt's CBS.
Particularly in summer months when
entertainment shows are in reruns, newsmagazines are consistently among the
highest rated programs on television.
Instead of the goal being good journalism, the networks count on the newsmagazines to deliver the ratings, Hewitt
told members of the Institute for Public
Relations Research and Education.
"How many times can one television
magazine go looking for 'Who killed
JonBenet Ramsey'and come up with the
same answer?"' he said. "Nobody
knows, or at least, nobody is saying.
"News competing with entertainment
See ATTACK page 11

threat to quit. She had no immediate comment on it.
Wednesday night's episode, titled
"Roommates," was about Ellen mistakenly thinking a woman looking for a roommate
is actually seeking a romantic partner.
The actress told TV Guide the only reason the episode is getting a warning label is
"because I'm gay."
DeGeneressaid the aim ofthe series wasto
let homosexual kids know there's nothing
wrong with being homosexual "and now
they're saying,'Children shouldn't watch it."'
"Where will it stop?" she asked. "If
you say, 'Don't watch a show that has gay
people on it,' who's to say they won't one
day say,'Don't watch a show that has black

people on it, or Jews?"
ABC would notsay specifically why this
week's show was given a warning label,
which was put on in addition to the new TV
ratings that advise viewers about language
and other sensitive variables.
"The network has a responsibility to
give viewers and parents as much information as possible so they can make educational decisions for young viewers," ABC
spokesman Kevin Brockman said.
ABC, owned by the Walt Disney Co.,
has been under attack from religious groups
over Ellen's coming-out episode and the
new series "Nothing Sacred," about apriest
ambivalenton such church doctrines as abortion and celibacy.

From the home office at Beta Theta Pi
Top Ten untrue rumors about Geddy's
10) They're taking down the fish nets and going sm tin
9) Fred Hutchinson is now working the door,
8) Someone there once enjoyed the comic strip Mr. Gnu.
7) Speaker girls support group is now being set up.
6)They sometimes switch their regularblend ofbeer with old mop water
5) Thursdays from here on out will be chem-free night.
4) The agriculture department repossessed the trough for livestock
3)The place will be empty the week of the Drink-out.
2) They're relocating to the third floor of Shibles.
1) Buck night was a typo.
By Eric Simonds
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• At Spotlight

Ford's latest an action tour de 'Force'
Once in the air, the plane is hijacked by
Russian terrorist Ivan Korshunov (Gary
Oldman of"The Fifth Element"),who wants
a ruthless and brutal dictator (Jurgen
Prochnow of "The English Patient") released from prison in Russia. With his
security compromised,President Marshall
must take on Ivan and his team of terrorists
to save his wife and daughter and the other
passengers of Air Force One.
Meanwhile,in Washington D.C., Vice
President Bennett (Glenn Close) must
negotiate with the terrorists on Air Force
One as well as fight off being countermanded by the sniveling secretary of defense (Dean Stockwell).
Admittedly, the plot is not dissimilar
to any of the "Die Hard" films. But what
separates "Air Force One" from being
another inferior action movie is the excellent cast, the strong screenplay by Andrew W. Marlowe and Peterson's absolutely breathless direction. "Air Force
One" is a superb action thriller.
Ford is superb, as usual, and I especially love his performance in the film's
climactic stand-off between his character
and Oldman. Oldman holds a gun on
President Marshall's wife and daughter,
and tells Marshall to decide which one
dies. This is a gripping moment, and
Ford's acting is nothing short of graceful, as he can imply myriad emotions
with a simple facial expression.
Close is very strong as the vice president. She is a tremendously gifted actress
who gives her character Bennett fortitude

By Greg Dowling
Maine Campus staff
Is there another action star with the
depth of Harrison Ford? He is a modern
living legend in American film, who implies all the virtues of decency, courage
and honor in every character he has
played.Ford is also the biggest box-office
draw in film history.
I am constantly amazed at the level of
emotional complexity and depth of character he can bring to the simplest film.
Ford is the definitive action star. A warrior that we have all come to identify with
and believe in, and "Air Force One" is no
exception, which involves a role he should
have been offered a long time ago.
Ford plays President of the United
States James Marshall in Wolfgang Peterson's ferocious and exhilarating "Air
Force One." At the film's opening, we
see President Marshall giving a historic
speech in Russia, in which he states
America's "no negotiations" stance on
world terrorism. In his speech he states
that americans will no longer be afraid,and
announces to the terrorists of the world
who may be watching, "Now it's your
turn to be afraid."
We know it's won't be too long before
President Marshall's convictions are going
to be put to the test. Immediately after
completing his speech, Marshall and his
wife,Grace(Wendy Crewson of"The Good
Son")and daughter Alice(Liesel Matthews)
board Air Force One to return to the States.

Attack

from page 10
utes to Princess Diana into a public one.
"By the paparazzi?" he asked."No,
by us, by CBS, NBC, ABC, CNN and
every respectable newspaper in the
world. Should we have shown it? Of
course ... but let's stop painting ourselves as somehow more respectable than
the paparazzi when, more often than we
want to acknowledge, with very different cameras we're after the very same
thing."
Hewitt said his show has been able to
maintain its success by sticking to its
standards.
"Ratings sought us," he said. "We
never sought them."

has got to mean cutting corners," he
said. "You can't compete with a sitcom
unless you have no compunction about
being something you aren't or, at the
very least, being something you
shouldn't be."
Although he praised some shows besides his own — the evening news programs, ABC's "Nightline" and Sunday
morning talk shows — Hewitt said the
news divisions don't have the depth of
talent to fill these hours with quality
work.
Hewitt recalled cameras turning a private moment ofgriefbetween Prince Harry
and his father as they looked at floral trib-
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and intelligence. The scene where she has think about the ridiculousness of the stoto decide whether she wants to surrender ry. It also helps that the film is technicalher command to the secretary of defense is ly superior with first-rate cinematography, a pulsing score by Jerry Goldsmith,
compelling.
The actor who steals the show is Oldman. and spectacular special effects.
"Air Force One" is a must-see blockHe makes Korshunov one of the most menIt's one of the few you'll see that is
buster.
acing action villains of recent years: The
and emotionally compelling.Films
exciting
script gave him some interesting dimenremind me why the action films
this
like
a
him
sions, as when the first lady calls
and "The Peacemaker" left me
Air"
"Con
"Murdermurderer and he responds coldly,
never made a connection with
They
cold.
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Ford is that connection in 'Air
audience.
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you could all save
character is the epitome of
His
One."
Force
gasoline."
Peterson has always been a great ac- all-American values and ideals, a liberal,
tion director. He brought us the films,"In perfect father and husband, who watches
the Line of Fire" and "Outbreak." He football games and sips Budweiser when
stages the action with epic excitement he's not busy making the world safe for
and the suspense is an adrenaline-pump- democracy. His plight is one we can easily
ing, acerbic rush that is notably absent sympathize with, and gives the action a
from many recent action thrillers. Al- kind of poetry and purpose. "Air Force
though the plot of "Air Force One" is One"is the most thrilling action story since
utterly absurd, Peterson stages all the fist "The Fugitive."
fights, gunfights, and aerial battles so
superbly that the audience never stops to
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Hijacker Ivan Korshunov(Gary Oldman)confronts President James Marshall
(Harrison Ford) aboard the president's plane.(Courtesy photo.)
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• Profile

Weaver earns n t to kick off her shoes
NEW YORK(AP)— Sigourney Weaver
is a vision as she opens the door of her hotel
room — along,slinky mink ofa woman clad
in a sheer, blood-red corset shirt with a fitted
black skirt.
One other thing: She's barefoot.
It's a telling detail.While Sigourney Weaver may be every inch the urbane New York
sophisticate — an actress with both a pedigree
and an Ivy League degree — she's also a
woman who deals with the world on her terms.
Those heels too tight? To hell with them.
And with no less than three films coming
out this fall that are remarkable for their diversity,Weaver hasearned the right to kick offher
shoes — figuratively as well as literally.
She stars in a dark version of "Snow
White: A Tale of Terror" on Showtime;
she's reprising her role of Ripley in "Alien:
Resurrection," and, most recently, she's in
Ang Lee's acclaimed "The Ice Storm" as
Janey Carver,a disillusioned suburban Connecticut housewife.
To her, it's an actor's dream to be in three
such diversefilms "thateach demanded something different from me," says Weaver, 48.
"That in itself is cool."
"The Ice Storm" is a taut drama tinged
with an ominous heaviness. It's 1973 and
Watergate and the energy crisis are as much
in the air as pot smoke.In the quiet New York
suburb of New Canaan, Conn., two families
are coming apart.
The parents, Kevin Kline, Joan Allen,
Jamey Sheridan and Weaver, drink, cavort
and aimlessly betray one another.
The children, Christina Ricci, Elijah
Wood, Tobey Maguire and Adam HannByrd, follow suit with their own clumsy
gropings and gin guzzling.

Janey Carver is a profoundly bored soul;
she's trapped in a loveless marriage,living in
a cold, emotionally barren home. During a
post-coital smoke,she balances an ashtray on
her stomach while Kline prattles on about a
rival at work.
"You're boring me," she tells him. "I
have a husband. I don't particularly feel the
need for another."
Ang Lee said using boredom as a motivation was a tough task. "But I thought she did
a wonderful job," he said.
Weaver, who lived in nearby New Haven
while attending Yale University,says she has
much warmer memories of New Canaan.
"You'd be in this guest room where there
were matching twin beds and matching curtains and it just seemed like such order," she
says. "And such comfort. And so it was odd
for me to go back and play someone in a family
who doesn't have all those things I always
thought everyone in New Canaan had."
As Weaver says this,she shifts her 5-foot11-inch frame about on the couch, with her
abandoned high-heel shoes parked nearby.
She keeps arms and legs tightly crossed. It's
tempting to indulge in '70s pop psychology
and wonder what sort of secrets Weaver
herself might be keeping.
She reflects on the empty partying that
fueled "The Ice Storm."
"It was all about, 'If I have one more
drink,ifI have one more cigarette, if I put on
the right music, if I wear the right clothes, if
I could just sleep with this person, I will get
enough oblivion to carry me through rest of
this week,"'she says.
She was happy to hear from novelist Rick
Moody that both of the couples on which he
based his characters got divorces.

Sigourney Weaver (I. with Winona Ryder) will reprise her role as Ripley in
"Alien Resurrection," due out this Thanksgiving.(Courtesy photo.)
Her most difficult scene,she says, was the
key party, which serves as the centerpiece of
the film. In it, all the guests put their keys in
a bowl; at the end of the party,the women go
home with the owner of the keys they pick.
"It was all New York actors, so we all
knew each other," Weaver says. "The idea
of all of us being able to work together in this
scene was such a joyous idea, and I tell you
when we actually got to that scene, it was so
... so tense!
"It was one of the strangest experiences
I've ever had. It felt so real! All this sort of
fake hilarity and everything and drinking
and, man, it was just really heavy."
"The Ice Storm" culminates with a terrible tragedy in the Carver household. Does
Weaver think it serves as punishment for the

negligent parents?
"Ithink what(Lee)was saying was if you
break the natural order, there will be a result," Weaver says. "I don't think he feels
that Janey was punished at the end. I think
that what he feelsfor Janey was that no matter
how difficult her life was before ... her pain
has become overwhelming. But I don't think
that it's moralistic."
When it comes to discussing the upcoming,much-hyped new "Alien"flick,in which
Weaver co-stars with Winona Ryder, Weaver is gleefully mum.
"I'm very excited about the picture," she
says."It won't be whatpeople expect at all."
With roles in -three such disparate films
this fall,the same could be said about Sigourney Weaver.

big.
big technology. Intelligent test programming environments.
High speed digital instruments. Next generation superchips. And more.
Teradyne is your source for innovation, quality and leadership in
Automatic Test Equipment, complex connection systems and telecommunications and software test. Our ability to bring the most exciting
products to market started more than 40 years ago with the introduction
of the first automatic diode tester. Since then, we've continued to set the
standard with products such as the first tester with tester-per-pin architecture, the industry's first million-dollar tester and the world's largest
most complex backplane. And all the while continuing our excellence in
innovation recognized by the R & D 100 award for the revolutionary
tester device docking system.

big customers. While we can't possibly name them all, we help
today's leading electronics companies deliver their products to a fastevolving market. Whether it's automotive electronics, cellular phones,
PCs, or computer networks, Teradyne is the power behind the products.
We're a worldwide presence working in partnership with all the big names.
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ig possibilities. To an engineering or business grad, Teradyne
represents the opportunity to gain real involvement on real projects from
day one. As soon as you join us, you will benefit from an informal culture
where creativity and teamwork prevail. Whether your specialty is
Software, Hardware, Mechanical, or Application Engineering or Business,
Teradyne perfectly suits your background. We have exciting opportunities
in all our locations from California to Boston, and even internationally

not-so-big name
To find out more about Teradyne, see us on campus or send your
resume to: Teradyne, Inc., Ann: University Relations,
321 Harrison Ave., Boston, MA 02118. Or e-mail:
joan.oday@teradyne.com An equal opportunity employer.
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• Field hockey

Overcoming the odds
By Josh Nason
Maine Campus staff
Dedra DeLilli's dream almost ended
before it got a chance to begin.
On the third day of preseason in 1995,
DeLilli got tangled up with teammate
Mary Beth Coughlin's stick,causing her
to fall and tear ligaments in her ankle.
Despite the fact that the ankle still
hassles the five-foot forward and may
result in corrective offseason surgery,
she has rebounded into one of the top
talents in America East.
"D.D. has outstanding footwork and
foot speed, which she coincides with her
stickwork. That makes her extremely
difficult to defend. She's very deceptive," head coach Terry Kix said.
DeLilli is ranked at No. 7 in the
conference in points per game at 1.40,
and No. 9 in goals with .60 goals per
game.
Following that injury-plagued freshman year, DeLilli exploded onto the
scene in 1996. She netted 14 goals and
four assists in 22 games en route to 32
points on the season, good for second in
the conference.
"Being a sophomore, I had my first
year under my belt, and I learned a lot. I
gained a lot ofconfidence after my freshman year," DeLilli said.

With the evolution of her scoring
punch, the Gloversville, NY, native has
had to take over the role of offensive
leader leave alone Annie Elkanich. Elkanich graduated last spring with individual records for most assists in a game,
season and career, and total points in a
season.
DeLilli said that she doesn't feel any
pressure taking over for Elkanich above
the normal strains she puts on herself.
"I felt a little pressure, but I just
figured that I have to play my own game
and do it for the team," DeLilli explained.
"I think I need pressure on myself to
succeed."
Both Kix and Coughlin see similarities in the two players, but also recognize their differences as well.
"They play a lot different, but that
worked really well last year. I know
they are very quick and can push up the
field," Coughlin said. "She works very
well on the right, as does Annie. There
are a lot of differences, but they work
real well."
Kix commented that Elkanich possessed the ability to make things happenas well as giving her best effort. Kix
also sees these traits in DeLilli.
"D.D. always tries to have effort
and win every moment, and that is
something Annie did very well for us,"

Junior forward Dedra DeLilli has been a force for Maine after recovering from
an ankle injury.(Dave Gagne photo.)
have ended DeLilli's career is her roomKix said.
The coach went on to say that while mate, Coughlin. The junior back said
Elkanich was more of a finesse player, that while DeLilli's driving skills on a
DeLilli is more explosive and is "more Maine highway may be suspect,her drivof a grunge player."
See FIELD HOCKEY page 14
Ironically, the teammate who could

• Football

Black Bears look to end skid, unbeaten UConn in town
By Bill Stewart
Maine Campus staff
The UMaine football team continues
its string of playing top 25 teams this
weekend as number 23 UConn brings their
undefeated record to Orono.
The Huskies are in first place in the
New England Division with the Bears
breathing down their necks at two games
back.
"We need to step it up this weekend,"said
sophomore tailback Trey Johnson."We're in
our back yard and we need this one."
UConn (4-0) brings the Atlantic 10's
second ranked offense to Maine,in which
they are averaging 39 points per game.
"We're back in New England Division
play," said Black Bear head coach Jack
Cosgrove. "We need to win for it's an
important game in terms of the overall
picture of the league."
For UConn,the offense starts with AllAmerica candidate Shane Stafford. The
junior quarterback is third on UConn's
all-time passing list and has thrown almost 5,000 yards in his career.
"We have to play a great defensive
game," said Cosgrove. "UConn is a team
that has the offensive potential of a Villanova."
Stafford is coming off a four touchdown performance last weekend as the
Huskies thrashed Buffalo 55-0. His 1,061
passing yards is good for third in the
league.
UConn also has a talented supporting
cast of wide receivers in Tory Taylor and

Carl Bond. The two have combined for
756 receiving yards and have given Huskie coach Skip Holtz some offensive
threats in the air this year.
"Bond and Taylor have done some
nice things for us this year," said Holtz.
"We've lost some receivers and they have
shouldered much of the load."
Although UConn has not suffered a
loss this season, they have played just one
game inside the Atlantic 10. The Huskies
have played three consecutive non conference games in which they have outscored
their opponents 118-31.
"The bottom line is, they beat teams
they were supposed to beat," said Cosgrove. "They(UConn)have put up some
impressive numbers."
Despite the potential to air it out,UConn
also has a balanced rushing attack in their
offensive scheme. Recolon Jumpp and
Hezekiah Faison have carried the ball for
the Huskies this season and both are averaging over four yards per carry.
"UConn wants to run the football as
well," said Cosgrove. "They are well
balanced. They have weapons at wide receiver, in the back field."
However,Holtz acknowledged that his
offense has not seen a defense that compares to the Black Bears.
"When you look at our offense and
look at Maine's defense there is a concern
for moving the ball," said Holtz. "They
are quick, aggressive, and have outstanding talent."
"Their defense creates a lot of things,
and although they aren't as big as they

have been, they have great ability."
The Black Bears are holding opponents to just 19 points per game.
"Our defense has to continue to improve," said Cosgrove. "We are working
hard to prepare ourselves for their offensive's scheme."
Points have been hard to come by for
the Maine offense lately. The Bears have
been held to under 15 points twice in the
last three weekends, and Cosgrove said
the team has gone back to fundamentals
this week at practice.
"We have to be able to run and pass this
weekend," said Cosgrove. "Our offense
needs to perform better than they have in
the past."
Fein is coming off a 131 yard effort
against Richmond last weekend where he
completed just eight of his 20 passing
attempts. Although he has struggled lately,Cosgrove expects him to return to early
season form this weekend.
"Mickey (Fein) has not played well of

late," Cosgrove said. "However,I expect
him to bust out this weekend and he's
ready to go."
"I think Mickey Fein is outstanding,"
added Holtz. "I am a little worried that
this game will be a Maine game with all
the threats they have."
The series between UConn and Maine
dates back to 1922. The Black Bears won
last years meeting 17-16 in Storrs, Conn.
Maine has won two of the last three games
against UConn.
As the winter months make their way
to Orono, the Bears are winding down
their home schedule. which concludes after Homecoming weekend in two weeks.
With the Bears now five games deep
into their schedule, and riding a three
game losing streak, every weekend becomes more critical. This one is no exception.
"I don't see a problem with us bouncing back," concluded Cosgrove. "Wejust
need to get that winning feeling back."

FROM THE DEN
n 1973, Carol Ricci and Carol
Bean became the first female mangers of the UMaine football team.
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leges that included the likes of Michigan,
ing skills on the field are not.
Wake Forest, Temple and Providence,
stickgreat
"She's very quick and has
liked what she saw in Maine.
DeLilli
the
knows
she
work. To her advantage,
mostly the people and the
was
"It
everyone
with
well
game. She works
at the University of Maine,"
atmosphere
feel
"I
said.
Coughlin
team,"
else on the
"It was something that
said.
DeLilli
she
know
I
and
her,
with
very confident
the atmosphere, and I
about
out
stuck
else."
everyone
in
confidence
has
The psychology major's background liked the people a lot."
DeLilli credits the coaching staff for a
is filled with athletic achievements. Besides becoming a three-time Foothills lot of her success,saying they helped bring
Council All-Star, a member of the AAU out some aspects of her offensive game.
"(Coaches helped with) ball control
Jr. Olympic Team in 1993 and involved
in the National Futures Tournament in skills, how to be a better offensive play1993 and 1994, DeLilli was a captain, er positioning-wise, movement and
all-star and champion in winter and cuts," DeLilli said. "The major thing I
learned was how to have a better passing
spring track.
After being recruited by some 12 col- game; it's a lot different game in college

PRESENTING THE
WM IMPORTANT
INSTRUMENT IN
E TREATMENT
f:STROKE.
Your
telephone
can make
the difference
between a stroke
that may take a few
weeks of recovery and one
that takes a life. Because the
faster you call an ambulance and get
to the hospital. the greater your chance of
limiting brain damage. To learn more, contact
your nearest American Heart Association.
You can help prevent heart disease. We can
tell you how.

• Field hockey

Maine shoots for upset
By Josh Nason
Maine Campus staff
If Maine wants to get back to the level they
reached in 1996,thereis alotofworktobe done,
After their first 10games,the midway point
of their season, the Black Bears are 5-5, 2-2 in
America Fast, heading into Saturday's game
with oneoftheir heated rivals, the University of
New Hampshire. Maine returns to action on
Columbus Day,when they close out their home
schedule in a matinee against Bucicnell.
UNH is currently ranked No.8in the nation,
winning four out of their last five games. The
Wildcats have a record of 8-3 overall, 1-1 in
America East, and will be coming off of a
Wednesday contest with No. 19 Dartmouth.
The team is led byjuniors Caroline Coyne
and Becky Craigue. Coyne is ranked at No.
6in points per game with 1.73 ppg offofeight
goals and three assists. Craigue is No.7 with
a 1.36 mark,tallying two goals and 11 assists,
Goalkeeper Amy Agulay has a 1.30 goals
against average (fourth in America FAst), has
3.5 shutouts, and an .874 save percentage.
"I think we'll have a really good chance
because they are our rival team,so we getreally
upforit," Maineforward DedraDeLilli said."If
wejust play our game, we'll be successful."
Junior Mary Beth Coughlin believes the
game will be about respect, and that UNH is
getting it while Maine is not.
"If we win this game, it will mean a lot
ranking-wise, but will mean a lot respectfully.
This is one of the most important games ofthe

American Heart Association
'1

pcabli,

season," Coughlin said.
It will be the team's first road game in over
a month; a fact not lost on players.
"I think it takes a lot of pressure off us
being on the road because we don't have to
leave ourselves to our fans or have the home
team advantage," DeLilli said. "We can just
play our game and not worry about anything
else."
Monday,the Bears will return home where
they will face little-known Bucknell University. The team is ranked at 6-5, 2-2 in the
Patriot League, and is on a five-game winning streak.
The club is led by Tina Jones with 16
points on eight goals and two assists, and Jen
Zimmerman with 13 points on three goals
and seven assists.
Players to watch: With the second half
season beginning on Saturday,several
the
of
players are behind their usual pace. DeLilli is
ahead though, and if this season is anything
like the last, she may surpass last year's
output of 32 total points.
Through 10 games last year, the junior
netted fourgoalsandsixassistscomparecltothis
season's six goals and two assists for 14 points
thus far.
In the second half last year, DeLilli had
ten goals and an assist in 12 games, including two hat trick games against Hofstra and
UNH.
"It takes a few games to actually get back
into things. Hopefully, it'll be the same way
(in the second half)this season," DeLilli said.
Vnluriteier.
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LECTRICAL ENGINEERING•MECHANICAL ENGINEERING • MAT

POWER.

TAKE TECHNOLOGY

When something is too extreme for words, it's to the Nth degree.
And that's the level of technology you'll experience at Raytheon.
Raytheon has formed a new technological superpower -together,
Raytheon Electronic Systems, Raytheon E-Systems and Raytheon
TI Systems are driving technology to the limit. And we're looking
for engineers who want to push the envelope. Break new
ground. Make their mark.
At Raytheon you'll take technology - and your career - to
the highest possible level. You'll take it to the Nth. We'll be
visiting your campus soon. Contact your career placement office
now to schedule an interview, or check out our website at
www.rayjobs.com.

WE'LL BE ON YOUR CAMPUS ON OCTOBER 22, 1997.
CONTACT YOUR CAREER PLACEMENT OFFICE TODAY TO SCHEDULE AN INTERVIEW.

Raytheon

Internet: www.rayjobs.com • E-mail: resume@rayjobs.com
U.S. citizenship may be required. We are an equal opportunity employer.

EXPECT GREAT THINGS
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• Hockey

Tuning up for the real deal
By Bill Stewart
Maine Campus staff
The University of Maine hockey team
will hold its last scrimmage of the year in
front of a live crowd before they travel to
Minnesota for a two game series with the
national power Golden Gophers.
The annual Blue-White game will be
held at the Alfond Arena Saturday at 7
p.m.. Students with their sports pass and ID
can pick up their tickets at the ticket office
prior to the game.
"We've"been doing a lot of scrimmaging lately," said Maine head coach Shawn
Walsh. "This is the last dress rehearsal for
the guys."
With the season less than two weeks
away, Walsh said he is still feeling out his
team and that although the weekend will
provide the fans another look at the team,
there is more at stake for the players.
"This scrimmage is the final one before
I make final cuts," said Walsh. "So, it is
important for the guys."
Walsh said that the team has been emphasizing defense during their recent practices,
in particular, the play of their forwards.
"We've been stressing the defensive pri-

orities of our forwards," remarked Walsh.
"We still need to work out a few things."
"We're anxious to get under way,"added Walsh. "I am looking forward to see
how we do in front of a live audience which
will help us prepare for Minnesota."
The Hockey East coaches' poll was
also announced and the Black Bears were
picked to finish third in the league.
Arch rival Boston University was
picked to repeat as the league's top team,
followed by the University of New Hampshire. Rounding out the rest of the poll
was Boston College,Providence, UmassLowell, Merrimack,UMass-Amherst and
Northeastern. U.S. College Hockey Online released its pre-season top ten for the
upcoming season. Maine was ranked number seven.
I. North Dakota (30)
2. Boston University
3. Michigan State
4. Minnesota
5. Colorado College
6. New Hampshire
7. Maine
8. Miami (Ohio)
9. Michigan
10. Rensselaer

• Mens soccer

Bears continue conference play
Besides home field advantage, Winkel
said the team is will look to utilize the time
they have devoted in practice to playing a Maine coach Shawn Walsh, is preparing his team for their season opener
against the Golden Gophers next week.(File photo.)
For the second straight week the Uni- more controlled style of soccer.
"We're trying to play more composed
versity of Maine men's soccer team will
put their conference record on the line, as and keep the possession of the ball more,"
hosting Hofstra University today, before said Winkel.
With six games under their belt, Benoit
the Dragons of Drexel come to town on
said that each player knows his role. He
Sunday.
This is the first meeting between the also stated that fatigue is no longer an
two schools this year,and head coach Scott excuse, because the team rarely substitutes
Atherley said that the team will do what it and is in top physical form.
"I think our team is real fit, that's one of
takes to come out victorious this afternoon.
"We want to play good, smart soccer," our strengths," Winkel said. "I think other
said Atherley."And if we play to our capa- teams substitute more than us."
With the playoffs scheduled for the
bilities I think we can accomplish that."
The Bears were handed a 1-0 defeat by beginning of November, Benoit emphasized the importance of coming up big
Hofstra last year.
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper
Black Bear senior goalkeeper Nathan against teams they can handle.
"It's real important to beat middle of
Benoit said the team will need to play a
tough, physical game in order to shut down the pack teams in order to make the playoffs," said Benoit.
their conference rivals.
Despite a stretch of games that has
"I think it will be a real physical match,"
Benoit said. "Last year it was a 1-0 game produced a mixed results, the team has no
problem placing themselves in the proper
and I think we've improved since then."
Benoit is coming offa weekend in which mind state.
"We're the type of team that gets
he posted his first shutout of the year and
had to face one of the nation's top scorers, motivated regardless of the result,"
Winkel said.
Towson State forward Richie Moller.
The Portland native, who played schoolboy soccer for Deering High School,doesn't
expect Hofstra to let loose a striker like
Moiler.
"Hofstra's got some big, physical guys,
but no one like that," Benoit replied.
The Black Bears have only nine Amer9
ica East games on their schedule this seaGood at:
When you buy
son. With the top four teams advancing to
the conference playoffs, each game be758 Stillwater Ave
any large
comes more important.
Old Town ME
sandwich we'll
"Each conference game is important,"
treat you to a
Benoit said. "These are two teams that are
Limit one per
very beatable. I don't think that either team
free large order
on paper is better than us."
customer, per visit.
Sophomore midfielder Nate Winkel is
of French Fries.
Expires Nov.2
looking forward to the advantage that he
says playing at home gives the team.
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER!!
El
"It's nice to play on our home field
I.
because of the fact that it is bigger and that
Public Service 04 the USDA 0I0st Stu yi,o arid
Stalk: Forestes.
Milrn Ayour
plays to our style," said Winkel.
By Jim Davis
Maine Campus staff

Open
your mind
You

may learn

something about yourself.
The Maine Campus

clid some/44y say

FREE LARGE FRENCH FRIES WITH
THE PURCHASE OF ANY LARGE
SANDWICH
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• Column

Could success of WNBA open the door to WNHL?
By David Bailey
Maine Campus staff
Unless you spent your summer in
Dracula's mansion, you must have noticed the arrival of America's newest pro
sports league — the Women's National
Basketball Association (WNBA).
The immediate success of the league
shocked even the most optimistic of observers; averaging over 9,800 fans per
game and shattering single-game attendance marks on an almost weekly basis.
Thanks to tie-in promotions with major corporations such as Nike and McDonald's, the league was inserted into
the public consciousness whether they
liked it or not.
The success of the WNBA confirmed
the phenomenal explosion of women's
basketball(both college and pro)that has
taken place in the last three years.
Don't look now,but the women's craze
is spreading to other sports as well.
Look no further than right here at
UMaine, where women's ice hockey has

become a varsity sport for the first time
in 1997-98. Women's hockey is also joining the Olympics for the first time in
1998.
The success of the WNBA and the newfound status of women's hockey has made
me wonder if it's possible for a women's
pro hockey league to make the grade.
And so,at the risk of sounding like the
masculine feminist,I present... the Women's NHL.
I'm sure some people out there are
laughing at the moment, wondering if this
is the humor section, and not the sports
section. Well, hear me out for a second.
Of course, some people are going to
be skeptical at the idea of a WNHL. Here
are some questions that the critics might
conjure up:

1)"Isn't women's hockey too slow?"
To which I say,"so what?" Many people
have complained that hockey is actually
too fast, resulting in the dreary TV ratings the NHL has experienced on the Fox
network.
With a slower game, all of the novice

and fringe hockey fans will actually be
able to see the players move, to witness
the playmaking process and to see the
puck go into the net. People might learn
more about hockey from a slowed-down
perspective than they would from the
NHL's supersonic pace.

2) "Well, what about the fights?
Everyone knows that nobody will watch
hockey it there isn't any fighting."
They certainly watch college hockey,
don't they? The NCAA has banned fights
since the beginning of time, and that
hasn't caused fans to stay home.
One of the major compliments lauded
upon the WNBA was that the women's
league didn't have any of the macho attitudes that plagued that other NBA in
recent years, including fisticuffs.
So would this mean that fighting would
totally be eliminated in the WNHL?Probably not, because all athletes regardless
of their gender, are going to be caught up
in the heat of battle at one time or another. I think it's safe to say that since the
WNHL probably won't have the multi-

million dollar salaries, the attitudes that
accompany those salaries won't be found
there either.

3)"How is this league going to be
sold to an unsuspecting public?"
Easy. Just give the league spiffy names
and logos and you'll be all set. Since
many of the ultra-slick WNBA team
names were loosely related to those of
the NBA (Houston Comets/Rockets,
Charlotte Sting/Hornets, etc.), the same
shall be done for the WNHL:
Boston Grizzlies, New York Empire,
Detroit Talons,Chicago FireHawks,Toronto Nationals, Anaheim Cheetahs, Vancouver Eclipse, Montreal Quebecois,Edmonton Drillers, Philadelphia Stingers.
By placing teams in hockey-crazed
cities (note the four Canadian teams),
this league could succeed.
Our skeptics may have one last question, though:

4)"Will there be a WNHL Players'
Association as well?"
Uhhh... some questions are best left
unanswered.

classifieds
help
wanted

Land 9 acres Stillwater 2 1/2
miles from UMO wooded private
soil tested driveway surveyed
$22900 BRO 827-7298
For Sale: Kitchen table,4 chairs,
TV set, VCR, $75 dollars. Call
866-2126

**EARN FREE TRIPS& CASH!**
CLASS TRAVEL needs students
to promote Spring Break 1998! 94 Sundance 4 dr at 35K. Trade
Se1115trips&travel free! Highly for 90-92 Full size p/u or suv with
motivated students can 80K or less Call Ross 945-5593
earn a free trip over
$10,000! Choose Cancun, Ba- 87 Ford Tempo 4 cy std clean
hamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica or runs good 1,000 call 866-3094
Florida! North America's largest best after 6pm
studenttour operator! Call Now!
1-800-838-6411
89 Dodge Colt 4 cy auto good
cond. $1000 866-3094 Orono
VARSITY BOYS/GIRLS ALPINE SKI best
after 6pm
COACH John Bapst HS contact
Bob Cimbollek at 990-3173 or
Truck for sale- 1989 Mazda
945-6787
B2200 original bedliner $2500
OBO 827-1927
EXTRA INCOME FOR '97 Earn
$500- $1000 weekly stuffing
envelopes. For details- RUSH
$1.00 with SASE to: GROUP FIVE
6547 N. ACADEMY BLVD. DEPT. N,
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO. 80918

misc

**SPRING BREAK..take 2** Orga-

nizesmallgroup! Se1115take2free!
Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Fla.,
Barbados Padre. Free Parties, Eats,
Drinks.Sun Splash 1-800-426-7710.

for sale

Like to dance? Join Craig at
Elcheapo's Wed. nites and
boggle til you drop.
Phoenix Taekwondo. Tried
the rest? Now train with the
best. Old Town, Mon + Wed
nites, 7:30- 9 pm. 827-5821.

Snowboard, Ski or Bake in
the sun. Vermont, Colorado,
1989 Subaru Justy GL 4x4 Europe,Costa Rica, Cancun! Join
68,000 mi., 5 speed, am/fm GET OUT ADVENTURE BREAKS,
cass., A/C, mint condition, AND GO FOR FREE! Call 1-800451-4574 or check out our
$2250 obo 866-2443 Bill
website: www.snowerents.com

We clean Frat Houses
No job too dirtyCall Bangor 262-9738
Looking for Japanese studentto help tutor me in Japanese language & studies.
Terms neg. Call 862-5175
An independent contractor
needed to perform Visual Fox
Prow 5.0 Programming. Deadline and detail oriented person should send resume to
Information Analysis Network
Corp. @ P. 0. Box 8117,
Bangor, ME 04401
Subway- Orono
Be the 1st person after 2pm to
come in with answer and win a
free footlong sub. Where is the
home of the Phaeacians today?
18 Mill St.
Pre-paid phone cards! Best
prices! 18 1/2 cents per
minute within USA. Also
greatforeignrates.Available
at Worde Shoppe and
Wadleighs near Pizza Dome.
Why pay more?
TRANSCRIPTIONIST I can do
your research tapes and other
in my home. UM References
furnished.
942-5457
NAEDM@AOLCOM
NHL-NFL-NBA-Scores and
spreads 1-900-329-0611 Ext.
8029 $2.99 per min. Must be
18yrs SER--U (619)645-8434
Join your FRIENDS! 9:30 am
Sunday Twin City Baptist
Church 559 N Maine St.,
Brewer 989-6852

personals
((( CHANGE THE WORLD ))))))
(((( INDEPENDENT PARTY )))))
((((345 STILLWATER 04489)))))
AAAHHH! Spring Break '98. Guaranteed Best Prices to Mexico, Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida. Group
discounts & Daily Free Drink Parties!
Sell Trips, Earn Cash, & Go Free! 1800 - 2 3 4 - 7 00 7 .
www.endlesssummertours.com
Unemployed adult-movie stars
seeking supporting cast to further careers. Any interested females may call Bushwick or
Shade @ 866-3809 (Iv msg).
OFF THE RACK Thirftway Plaza
153 Park St. Orono Me 8522880 Only nearly new clothing
outlet in Orono. Now buying &
selling call!

apartments
Large newly renovated bedroom with private entrance
in 3 br apt. close 2 closets
$250. mo all safe 827-6212
2-3 br apartments all or most utilities paid. $485-$650 827-3718.
Room for Rent 1 room in a 3
bedroom Orono apt $217 a
month plus 1/3 phone + 1/3 elec.
on Park Street 866-3849

Orono heated 2 br. apts. Walking distance to college.866-2816
Large Bedroom closet° UM share3 br
apt. modern, clean, quiet. Pet ok...
doublecloset Fri-entrance.827-6212
Tired of living on campus? Call
866-2875 to view Ig 2- bdrm apt,
heated, on bus rt. pets ok 339 So.
Main Old Town.
SMALL BEDROOM4RENT.$175.
MONTH ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED. MODERN, CLEAN,
QUIET.CLOSET°UM....827-6212
Private rooms on campus.
Only 270/mo all util nc. Tim
@ 866-0283.
Large bedroom with 2 large
closets. Private entrance. Just
renovated...share kit + bath.
Pet ok Econ. 827-6212
$175.- month.small bedroom in
modern, clean, quiet townhouse
close to UM. All util. incl. Pet
OK....827-6212
Old Town area 4brs wsh dryer
pd heat water sewer spacious
kitchen close to UM storage
$800 month Call 827-9468

lost &
found
Help! Did you accidently pick
up a 3-ring binder from
Peabody Lounge on Mon. 9/
29? If so please drop off © the
Union info. desk.

